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Motivation for feature points
Many applications require 

generic “discriminant” feature points with
identifiable appearance and location

(so that they can be matched across multiple images)



Harris detector: some properties

Ellipse rotates but its shape (i.e. eigenvalues) remains the 
same

Corner response R is invariant to image rotation

q Rotation invariance



ü Only derivatives are used => invariance to intensity shift I ® I
+ b

ü Intensity scale: I ® a I
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features locations stay the same,  
but some may appear or disappear depending on gain  a

(“bias” invariance)

(“gain” invariance)

Harris detector: some properties
q Partial invariance to affine intensity change



All points will be 
classified as edges

corner

Two images of the same object taken at different scales (e.g. zoom settings)

Harris detector: some properties
q Not invariant to image scale



Scale invariant detection

corner

edge

edge

qConsider windows (circles) of different sizes around a point
qAt some scale it looks like a corner.
qChoose the scale of the “best” corner (scale with largest R 

value)

for even larger windows 
it may become an edge again



Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter
qFirst, smooth image (Gaussian filtering)
qSecond, find zero-crossings (Laplacian operator)



Other use of LoG: Blob detection



LoG blob finding
q LoG filter extrema locates “blobs”      

qmaxima = dark blobs on light background       
qminima =  light blobs on dark background 

qScale of blob (size ; radius in pixels) is determined by the sigma 
parameter of the LoG filter.



LoG blob finding



LoG blob finding
q Key idea: Cross correlation with a filter can be viewed as 

comparing a little “picture” of  what you want to find against all 
local regions in the image.

Maximum response:  
dark blob on light background 

Minimum response:  
light blob on dark background

Maximum response:  
vertical edge; lighter on left 

Minimum response:  
vertical edge; lighter on right



LoG and DoG
q LoG can be approximated by difference of Gaussian



Blob-like discriminant feature points

se GGDoG -º

qDoG (or a similar LoG) kernels
are used to detect blob-like features

Feature locations: extrema points for convolution with 

Feature scale is still not known:                            ?     
How to find the right scale?



Gaussian pyramid

qGaussian pyramid helps to find “optimal scale” for features

location (x,y)

- similar multiresolution pyramid 
also appears in the “encoder” 

part of common CNNs



Gaussian pyramid

qGaussian pyramid helps to find “optimal scale” for features

location (x,y)

compute feature response
(e.g. convolve w. kernel) 
with image at each scale

*
*
*
*
*

e.g. consider DoG
features



Gaussian pyramid

qGaussian pyramid helps to find “optimal scale” for features

location (x,y)

compute feature response
(e.g. convolve w. kernel) 
with image at each scale

*
*
*
*
*

e.g. consider DoG
features

find local maxima
response in volume

(x,y,s)



Example

circle center   ->  feature location
circle radius   ->  feature scale



Features: location + descriptor
qNow we know how to detect (locate) interest points or features
qNext question: How to match them?

?

Point descriptor should be:              invariant (stable to illumination and view point 
changes)

distinctive (discriminant)

Besides location each feature point should have its signature or descriptor



Common generic feature points
qMOPS, Hog, SIFT, …



Multi-scale oriented patches (MOPS)

qPatch location and orientation
qMulti-scale Harris corners
qOrientation from blurred gradient => invariant to rotation

qDescriptor vector
qSampling of intensities in a local 8x8 patch
qBias/gain normalization => invariance to affine intensity changes

[Brown, Szeliski, Winder, CVPR’2005]

Summary of main ideas:



MOPS: Patch location and orientation
qLocation and Scale – Harris corner
qOrientation - blurred gradient
qRotation Invariant Frame

qScale-space position (x, y, s) + orientation (q)

blurred 
gradient

orientation



Detection at multiple scales



SIFT
qImage content is transformed into local feature coordinates 

that are invariant to translation, rotation, scale, and other 
imaging parameters



SIFT Keypoint descriptor

qEach keypoint has
qlocation
qscale
qorientation

qNext is to compute a descriptor for the local image 
region about each keypoint that is
qhighly distinctive
qinvariant as possible to variations such as changes in 

viewpoint and illumination



Lowe’s keypoint descriptor
(shown with 2 X 2 descriptors over 8 X 8)

In experiments, 4x4 arrays of 8 bin histogram is used, 
a total of 128 features for one keypoint



quse the normalized region about the keypoint
qcompute gradient magnitude and orientation at each 

point in the region
qweight them by a Gaussian window overlaid on the circle
qcreate an orientation histogram over the 4 X 4 subregions 

of the window
q4 X 4 descriptors over 16 X 16 sample array were used in 

practice. 4 X 4 times 8 directions gives a vector of 128 
values.

Lowe’s keypoint descriptor



qFeature points are used also for:
qImage alignment (homography, fundamental matrix)
q3D reconstruction (e.g. Photo Tourism)
qMotion tracking
qObject recognition
qIndexing and database retrieval
qRobot navigation
q… many others

[ Photo Tourism: Snavely et al. SIGGRAPH 2006 ]

Use for SIFT


